Dear Sandra Barr
Thank you for your letter on what we think about the wind turbines being that you
plan to be situated in Fairlands Park, I want to inform you about what we could
do to improve or change to better benefit the whole of Stevenage and its
residents.I hope that my opinions can make a positive change to Stevenage as I
want give back to the place in Hertfordshire that i hold dearly.

Advantages and disadvantages
To commence with, I would like to say the idea of going green for the whole of
Stevenage to give it a better future for its residents is extremely
advantageous.You and the rest of the council is doing phenomenal job by
installing the wind turbines to make more sustainable a energy source but one of
the disadvantages is that the space it takes up could disturb many people from
there day to day actions.This could cut off a huge leisure area for many people
who enjoy using that area for themselves would make many unhappy with the
changes.Also many think that the wind turbines are ugly which can most likely
displease the public .However, Wind turbines are also much cheaper than solar
panels making them very useful.To better protect the wind turbines we would
need police to patrol them to protect them from vandalizers.

What we could change
To better deal with the problems of the public we could move the wind turbines
to the less populated areas as people say they look ugly.In addition, this covers
the problem with it being in an area where many people want to enjoy a leisure
area as if we don’t this can affect their wellbeing.If you have the money, the
council can use solar panels as they are smaller and are suggested much more
nice looking.But we can also put the wind turbines not too close too nature as it
can damage its wildlife.

What this does
The idea of having renewable energy is really great as it promotes being more
planet friendly and the better future we want for the world because the wind
turbines will create a never ending energy source that can power homes for long
periods of time.The turbines will also create more job opportunities for future
generations and the present day children.To add on, money can be made from
this installation to create more things for Stevenage and its public to get more of

what they need and want to give them the best way of living in this area of
Hertfordshire to meet the high standards of this lovely place.
Dear Sandra Barr, thank you more than enough for reading this letter. I wish it
can come to use when choosing a beneficial path for Stevenage and its residents
and that you and the rest of Stevenage council will continue to get this place to
its full potential.
Yours sincerely
Nathan Oluwatobi Konu, year 6 student of Roebuck academy.

